NEW ISLAM CPD SESSION
FOR PRIMARY RE TEACHERS
Teaching & Learning about
Hajj (Pilgrimage to Mecca)
and Eid-ul-Adha.
Training Dates: Mon 13 June
(4-5 pm) OR Thu 7 July (4-5 pm)

Cost: £25 Per Person or £100 for 5
or more Teachers from the same school.

SCAN HERE

Trainer: Mr Imran Kotwal

To book a place

Location: Zoom Live Webinar

In the live webinar, we will be taking you through a step-by-step guide on how Muslims
perform Hajj/pilgrimage to Mecca (which this year takes place during 7-11 July 2022). We
will also be explaining the significance of Eid-ul-Adha and how it links to the pilgrimage to
Mecca.
We will explain the rituals involved in Mecca, Ka'bah, Mina, Arafah, Muzdalifah, Safa &
Marwah during the 5 days of Hajj. Includes Islamic stories that link closely to Biblical
figures. This webinar will give you the confidence to teach how to perform the Hajj
accurately and also help you to lead an assembly on Eid-ul-Adha at your school.
To book a place, email CPD@Muslimlearnerservices.org or CLICK HERE
“Muslim Learner Services CPD for primary teachers is an engaging and comprehensive
training package. It builds on your existing subject knowledge through a range of participatory
activities which ensure you are better equipped for teaching and learning in the classroom.
Imran has a totally non-judgmental approach and is encouraging whatever your level of
previous subject knowledge. I would strongly recommend this course for the whole school, RE
subject leader or any teacher with responsibility for covering Islam and what it means to be a
Muslim.”

Jane Yates
Chair of Cumbria SACRE, Ex Leader of Primary RE and now KS3 RE teacher.

www.muslimlearnerservices.org on

Muslim Learner Services CPD Testimonials
“ Imran is an excellent trainer and presenter, bringing a wealth of expertise and a willingness to
adapt to meet the needs of the groups he is working with. The training is practical and informative,
supporting teachers in developing their subject knowledge alongside offering practical classroom
resources. Imran’s training uses a range of resources including artefacts, videos, images and
worksheets and training is always relevant and engaging. Feedback from the various inset trainings
we have offered have always been 100% positive. Teachers have gone away feeling supported and
encouraged and are enthusiastic about applying their learning in the classroom. I cannot
recommend Imran highly enough. ”
Olivia Seymour
Assistant Director of Education Diocese of York Project Lead learn Teach lead RE Yorkshire and
Humber

“ If you want the children in your school to have an informed understanding about different aspects of
Islam then Imran Kotwal is the visitor to invite to your school. I have had the privilege of watching
several of Imran’s workshops with primary age children on different aspects of Muslim life and belief.
The children really enjoy his interactive approach and there is always opportunity for their questions
to be answered. They also appreciate his gentle approach and straightforward explanations about
Islam. Imran also talks to teachers and parents in the school if you want to build an informed and
balanced view about Islam. He has already worked with both community and church schools in
Cumbria, all of whom praise his contribution to teaching and learning about Islam.I thoroughly
recommend him to you. You won’t be disappointed! ”
Penny Hollander
Church School Education Consultant for Carlisle diocese.

“ Dear Imran, It was a pleasure to welcome you to our school. After attending and being inspired by
one of your inset training sessions, it was definitely the right decision to ask you to deliver workshops
to all our year groups. You have been so accommodating to the needs of our school. You went above
and beyond to engage the children in every class. Children and teachers were enthused and
challenged. The staff were extremely complimentary of the rapport you had with the children. It was
clear how passionate you were about being able to share your faith and personal experiences. We
have benefitted greatly from your initial inset training and workshops. I will not hesitate to
recommend you to other schools. Thank you again.”
Michelle Waterworth
Head of School, Our Lady of Lourdes RC Primary School, Bury

I have been delighted to work with Imran Kotwal and Muslim Learner Services for over three years
now. I first booked sessions with him for Frodsham Manor House Primary School where he led a whole
school assembly and worked with a further three classes during the day. Imran continues to work
with us on an annual basis and the children have come to know him well and look forward to his
visits to enhance our learning on Islam. He has also led workshops for Cheshire West Primary School
pupil workshops which are always lively and engaging. He has led county CPD on the teaching of
Islam and a session at our Agreed Syllabus launch on misconceptions. Once you meet Imran, you will
want him to come to meet your pupils. I have always found Imran to be friendly, approachable,
adaptable, reflective and open to any questions which you may have. I am confident that any session
for pupils or staff will be an excellent use of your time and resources.
Naomi Anstice
National Ambassador for RE Networks, Cheshire West
and Chester Primary RE Adviser, Assistant Headteacher,
Specialist Leader in Education.
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